2.44m x 2.44m x 1.83m
CASTLE BOUNCE HOUSE
USER’S MANUAL

WARNING
Read the assembly, installation,
care, maintenance, and use
instructions in this manual prior
to assembling and using this
Inflatable bounce house. Save this
manual for future reference.

ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
The Castle Bounce House should not be used by person
weighing more than 200 pounds(90 kgs).
Maximum user height-120cm.

Not recommended for use by children under 3 years old.
The Castle Bounce House is for outdoor use only.
Warning! Keep away from fire.
Blow up is required 25 ~ 28 second only.

YJ Europe Ltd
3/3a Farthing Road Industrial
Estate
Ipswich
IP1 5AP
Customer services: 0844 800 4060
www.jumpking.eu

IMPORTANT PRECAUTIONS
The Castle Bounce House should not be
used by more than two users at the same
time.

Do not land on head or neck.
Paralysis or death can result, even if
you land in the middle of the
jumping surface.

Not recommended for use by children
under 3 years old.

To reduce the chance of landing on
your head or neck, do not do
somersaults(flips).

Multiple jumpers increase the chances of
loss of control, collision, and failing off.
This can result in serious injury to head, leg
or neck.

Avoid bouncing when tired.

WARNING:
To reduce the risk of serious injury or death, read the following important
precautions before using the Castle Bounce House.
1. Read this manual carefully before using the
bounce house. The owner of the Castle Bounce
House is responsible for making all users aware
of the information in this manual.

8. Inspect the Bounce House, the power cord. and
all other components before each use. If damage
is found, do not use the Bounce House until it has
been properly repaired.

2. The Castle Bounce House is intended for home
use only. Do not use the Castle Bounce House
in a commercial, rental, or institutional setting.

9. The Bounce House should not be used by
children under 3 years old. Children must always
be supervised by adults while using the Bounce
House.

3. The Castle Bounce House must not be set up or
used in gusty or severe winds. Wind or air
movement must be calm to gentle.

10. The Bounce House should not be used by person
weighing more than 200 pounds(90 kgs).

4. The Castle Bounce House is for outdoor use
only. Place the Castle Bounce House on a level,
smooth, soft surface such as grass. Do not use
the Bounce House on a hard surface. Position
the Bounce House as close as possible to a
power source; do not use an extension cord.

11. Maximum user height - 120cm.

5. Make sure that there is adequate clearance
above and around the Bounce House. There
must be no wires, tree limbs, walls, structures,
fences, or other possible hazards near the
Bounce House.

13. Climb head first into the Bounce House. Crawl
feet first out of the Bounce House. Do not jump
onto the Bounce House or off it. Do not use the
Bounce House as a springboard to other objects.

6. The materials used in the Bounce House are not
fire retardant and may burn if exposed to flames.
Keep the Bounce House away from flames and
high heat sources.
7. Do not use the Bounce House unless it and the
blower are properly anchored to the ground with
the provided stakes. Wear proper eye protection
while driving in the stakes. Make sure that the
tops of the stakes are at ground level so thay will
not create a tripping hazard. In addition, cover
the tops of the stakes, if necessary, so users will
not be injured by falling onto the stakes.

12. Before entering the Bounce House, remove
shoes, eyeglasses, and sharp or breakable
objects. In addition, remove jewelry or other
objects that could get caught on the netting.

14. Always close the door of the netting while the
Bounce House is in use. Do not bounce against
the door.
15. Do not attempt or allow somersaults. Doing so
can result in a broken head, neck, back, or leg.
Landing on the head or neck can cause serious
injury, paralysis, or death.
16. The Bounce House uses a mains powered fan to
maintain pressure. Only to be used by competent
adult.
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17. Do not jump against or pull down on the sides or
corners of the Bounce House from the inside or
the outside. Do not stand on the Bounce House
while you are outside of it.
18. Misuse and abuse of the Bounce House is
dangerous and can cause serious injuries or
death.
19. Do not turn off the blower while the Bounce
House is in use. If the blower stops unexpectedly, make sure that all users exit the Bounce
House immediately.
20. Keep children away from the blower, the air inlet,
the air outlet, and the power cord at all times.

31. Helmets or other headgear should not be worn
whilst playing on bounce house.
32. Loosen or baggy clothing, or clothing containing
long cords should not be worn whilst playing on
Bounce House.
33. Keep pets away from this product.
34. Remove shoes, eyeglasses and sharp objects
before entering.
35. Bounce away from others and sides, especially
the openings.
36. Do not set up when windy.

21. Always turn off the blower and put the Bounce
House away when it is not in use.

37. Set up as near to power source as possible.

22. Keep the Bounce House and the blower dry.
Never put the Bounce House in a pool. Do not
use the Bounce House if it is wet.

38. Keep hands away from net.

23. Place the Bounce House on a free-space
boundary free from branches, sharp corners,
fences, obstacles where a child could fall upon.
Siting must always be on soft ground

40. No flip or wrestling.

24. The Bounce House must never be used in a
partially-inflated state.
25. Before and during use, check for air loss and
re-inflate before allowing play to continue.
26. All inflation / deflation and assembly should be
carried out by a competent adult.

39. Do not jump on or off the Bounce House.

41. Surface washable only.
42. Do not leave blower outside overnight or in wet
or damp conditions.
43. The blower should be securely affixed to the
ground before use.
44. Users should be advised to check the product
and all its anchorage points before and during
use, and to re-inflate or re-secure a appropriate.

27. Adult supervision required.
28. The blower is not a toy. Use under the direct
supervision of a competent adult.
29. Do not leave children unattended at any time.
30. This is not an aquatic toy. It is not to be used in
water.

KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS
DANGER:

This product is for use on a nominal 220~240volt circuit.

Improper connection of the equipmentgrounding connector can result in an
increased risk of electric shock. Check with
a qualified electrician or serviceman if you
are in doubt as to whether the product is
properly grounded. Do not modify the plug
provided with the product - If it willnot fit the
outlet, have a proper outlet installed by a
qualified electrician.

Grounded Outlet box

Plug
This product must be grounded. If it should
malfunction or break down, grounding provides a
path of least resistance for electric current to
reduce the risk of electric shock. This product is
equipped with cord having an equipmentgrounding conductor and a grounding plug. Plug
the outlet that is properly installed and grounded
in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

Grounded Outlet

SETUP

Follow the steps below to set up the Castle Bounce House. A hammer and eye protection (not included)
are required.

1. Unzip the carrying case and remove the Bounce
House and the accessories.

2. Unfold the Bounce House.
3. Extend the long air tube as shown. Set the blower
near the end of the air tubes, with the mouth of the
blower pointed toward the Bounce House. Using
the two small stakes, secure the blower to the
ground.
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Using the two slamm stakes to
secure the blower to the ground.

SETUP

Follow the steps below to set up the Castle Bounce House. A hammer and eye protection (not included)
are required.

4. Fit the end of one of the air tubes over the
mouth of the blower, and tighten the drawstring on the air tube. Then, tighten the
drawstring on the other air tube.

5. Plug the blower power cord into the grounded
outlet properly. Press the on/off switch on the
blower to turn on the blower. The Bounce
House will inflate. Note: The blower must be
left on while the Bounce House is in use.

6. Make sure that the Bounce House is positioned so the air tubes are straight. Using the
included stakes, secure each strap on the
Bounce House to the ground. The Bounce
House is now ready to use.

HOW TO PUT THE CASTLE BOUNCE HOUSE AWAY
1. Make sure that all users are out of the Bounce House. Press the on/off switch on the blower to turn off
the blower. Loosen the drawstring on the air outlet tube.
2. Disconnect the air inlet tube from the blower. Unplug the blower power cord.
3. When the Bounce House has deflacted completely, remove the stakes from the Bounce House and the
blower. Make sure that the Bounce House is completely dry, and then fold it. Slide the carrying case
over the Bounce House, turn the carrying case right-side-up, insert the accessories into the carrying
case, and close the zipper.
4. Store the Bounce House and the blower in a dry location. Cover the blower to protect it from dust.
5. Do not leave the blower outside overnight or in wet or damp conditions.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
To clean the outer surfaces of the Bounce House, use a hose and a soft cloth. Do not machine wash the
Bounce House or use a pressure washer. Make sure that the Bounce House is completely dry before you put
it away. Always deflate Bounce House after use, and store indoors.
Users must be advised to regularly inspect the product for wear and tear.
Users must be discouraged from attempting any unauthorised modification.

PART LIST
Key Listing

A

Castle
Bounce
House

1

B

Blower

D

C

Plug
and
cable

1

E

Plastic stake
Plastic stake
for blower
for bounce house
(Short)
(Long)

1

2
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ORDERING REPLACEMENT PARTS
To order replacement parts, visit our Web site or call our Customer Hot Line (see front page ). To help us assist you,
please provide the following information when calling:
 the MODEL of the Inflatable Castle Bounce House
 the NAME of the product
 the KEY NUMBER and DESCRIPTION of the part (see the PART LIST above)
 the quantity needed
 the desired method of shipping
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For a full range of accessories
and replacement parts
call 0844 800 4060
YJ Europe Ltd, 3/3a Farthing Road Industrial Estate, Ipswich, IP1 5AP

